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COVID-19: November Lockdown: We continue to process and submit orders, and our commercial access at Darlington is open to the collection. read more Shell Alvania RL2 High Performance Multi-Purpose Grease Description Size, Price &amp; Offers Shell Alvania RL3 is a high performance multi-purpose grease for
industrial applications, including those operating at reasonable high temperatures. They are based on high viscosity index mineral oil and lithium soap. It contains additives to enhance its antioxidant and corrosion-resistant properties. Shell Alvania Grease RL is recommended for use in bearing factor bearings, and other
applications where non-EP lubricants are specified. Typical Color Characteristics - Light Brown Soap Base - Lithium NLGI Consistency - 3 Working Penetration (ISO2137) - 220-250 Point C (ISO2176) - 180-185 CSt@40 C Viscous Base Oil (ISO3104) - 100 Only for professional use. The above information is given in
good faith but has no warranty and does not constitute a specification. For technical support and application instructions, call 01539 722247. Specifications and certificates of conformness and analysis are available as required. Instructions for use are only indicated on the product label, or contact SwanTek on 01539
722247 for technical advice. Special Offer To order call 01539 722247 now! For help with your order click here. The price size package code for each note purchased now notes 1. The price does not include VAT and is only valid for the stated package size. Prices are available for change without notice. 2. For volume
discounts other than those shown above call 01539 722247. 3. Delivery is provided by TNT Next Day or our pallet carrier to all brands in stock. The standard delivery fee is 9.50. The surcharge applies to deliveries to the Scottish Highlands, Northern Ireland and offshore islands, and for delivery from time to time, to
dangerous goods and branded lubricants. 4. All major credit/debit/purchase cards are accepted. A minimum credit account invoice applies. Shell Gadus range has been developed to provide the best value through enhanced abrasion protection, long fat life and system efficiency. From greases that provide reliable
performance for standard applications to dedicated greases with low noise, high temperatures and heavy loads, there is a Shell Gadus product that can help optimize the efficiency and operating costs of your system. Shell Gadus range has been developed to provide you with enhanced abrasion protection, long fat life
and system efficiency. Learn how this feature can help your business. Download Shell Gadus Product Range Brochure Home BUY SHELL Gadus S2 V100 2 Grease x 18 kgs Previously SHELL Alvania RL2 Zoom Be the first to review this product *** Previously SHELL Alvania RL2 *** High performance multipurpose
grease based on the newly added lithium hydroxystearate soap thicker with antioxidant, anti-abrasion and anti-rust additives. NLGI Consistency 2. Application: Rolling and lubricating elements Electric motor bearings. Sealed bearings for life. Water pump bearings. Available: In stock £114.17 Buy 2 for £106.04 each and
save 8% Buy 5 for £101.97 each and save 11% Buy 10 for £97.91 each and save 1 5% Details product description SHELL Gadus S2 V100 2 Grease x 18 kg *** Previously SHELL Alvania RL2 *** High-performance multipurpose lubricant based on newly enhanced lithium hydroxystearate soap thicker with antioxidant
additives anti-abrasion and anti-rust. Features: Very good performance up to +130°C, resulting in longer bearing life. Against the formation of sediments caused by oxidation at high operating temperatures. Extremely stable under vibration and does not leak even in repeated shock bearings. Good corrosion resistance.
Long service life. NLGI Consistency 2. Application: Rolling elements and grease lubricating bearings. Electric motor bearings. Sealed bearings for life. Water pump bearings. Manufacturer pt. No. 550028032 Additional Information Manufacturer Shell Part No. 550028032 Rating You may also be interested in the following
product(s) As a service manual for my Cub Cadet Enforcer ZTR specifications Shell Alvania RL2 grease for spindle bearings main floor lawn mower. That product is not sold in the United States. I contacted customer support and I got the following answer: Shell Alvania RL2 grease is specially designed for heavily used
bearings. It is an extreme pressure lithium-based lubricant (EP) mainly used in industrial applications. Please check with your Auto Parts store (NAPA, CARQUEST, AUTO ZONE, etc.) for Lithium EP-based lubricants used in heavy truck applications. Basically you are looking for a liquefied Lithium EP lubricant at a higher
temperature than the standard EP frame lubricant. So what fat would be an acceptable, or better but -superior- alternative? The remaining lubrication points call for level 2 NGLI lubrication. What would be a good product for that app? Thanks for any and all the tips! Alvania RL is not FAT EP. (it is also sold in the US) Mfg
seems to be giving bad information. Alvania EP is the one you want. In fact, any lithium-based EP grease will work well in all cutting machine applications. Choose one with the highest drop point for the deck bearings. I like Mobil1 full syn grease for such applications. (any home parts) Thanks for the advice; Like you, I
think I'm going to stick with Mobil 1. You must be logged in or registered to reply here. It's here.
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